
“Raising Awareness For a Great Cause”

!!! TEAM Wheeling, West Virginia !!!



“Raising Awareness For a Great Cause”

!!!  TEAM Afghanistan !!!



Chad and Jay making  the most of the Support Vehicle Sponsor and 
Raising the last of the Awareness  . “Yes on the front lawn”!!



Initial press  interview  with Stacy, from Channel 7 news, at the Ohio 
County Airport ,prior to the jump phase of the event.



Todd, doing a great job getting  some of those shots before it all begins!!



Getting  some of those shots of behind the scenes before it all begins!!



“Parachute

Phase”



Chad and Jay Jumping In



Chad first out the door then Jay, landing safe and off to the transition



Transition ,quick  run brief (with the sponsored runners) then into the run 
Phase



Meanwhile in Afghanistan the Run Phase also begins……controlled by 
both Kevin Hazuka(Afghanistan) & Josh Flesher  (Ohio County Airport 

,West Virginia).



Commanding Officers final Briefing and getting Ready for the word from  
Josh, back in West Virginia 



Witch Doctor Bad Medicine 
Extreme 10 miler smiles to the end 
“Raising every which way they can” 



“Run Phase” 

through the hills  and on the roads of sunny West Virginia… 



Taking a quick break and a picture  or two,
most of all  getting fluids on board at the 3 mile point with 90% 

humidity!!  it’s a long day ahead for all….



More Hills and fun !!!



Coming through…………..Todd getting those shots  on a drive by 



Another hill………………!!!



Kayak Phase

Neil and Todd  along with the Fire and Rescue team waiting patiently for 
the arrival of Chad ,Jay and the Team



Food, Water……….. And a fresh change ready to go on a long trip down 
the Ohio River … 



On There Way…………..



The ladies of the support team at there best ……..not forgetting  a bottle 
of Champagne and sun cream …. 



Jay, Mark, Ryan and Chad taking the day on the water in there stride ,,,,



Quick break and a Press call…



Patiently  waiting ………………..20 miles down river 



Final break before the final leg…….



Almost there ……………………………come rain or high water ….



Feet back on dry land ……after 10 hours on the river 



The Final Phase the 

Cycle

Chad and Jay with extra support from the West Virginia State Troopers



A Great Day to the finish and finally again, great efforts for a great Cause 
“Fighting Cancer “ 17hrs later its  home sweet home and a good nights 

sleep…. Thank you to everyone for such a great day.



Nicole, Jay, Sherriff  Pat Butler  (Center),Chad ,Sarah  
(Pre –Event dinner Sponsored by Figeretti's) 

Presentation to  Sheriff  Pat Butler ,on behalf of the Team in Baghdad  for all his support.




